
Robyn Ward is a Certified Executive Coach (ICF/ACC) Certified Cultivating Safe Spaces
Facilitator (CSS), volunteer counsellor (ENH), creative artist, activist and change-maker.
She has mixed European heritage (Ukrainian, English, German) and is the proud mother of
two Indigenous boys. Her life and her family's life is rooted in the Anishinaabe 7 Sacred
Teachings: Respect, Courage, Wisdom, Humility, Truth, Honesty and Love. These values
guide her daily and hold her personally and professionally accountable throughout her
life. For 20 years she has focused her professional development on four fields:
psychology, business, coaching and technology. When she’s not supporting clients or
facilitating workshops, Robyn is a Board Member and consultant at Animikii. She is an ally
and social justice disrupter to all spaces lacking inclusion and human rights. Specializing
in supporting training for corporations, schools, government workers, social media
influencers, facilitators, planners, mediators, leadership, front-line workers, post-
secondary students, youth workers, health staff, teachers, holistic health practitioners,
entrepreneurs, Womxn, LGBTQQIA2S+, BIPOC and Mental Health Support Workers. Her
focus is on healing, connecting, nurturing and supporting healthy relationships internally
and externally.
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Well-being, inclusion, validation and freedom are the protocols in Elaine Alec’s cultivating safe spaces framework.
Guided by this Indigenous framework and nested system, we’ll discuss ways to increase these elements
throughout HR practices to continue to push the limits of how we can decolonize the work we do together.
Focusing on love-based practices to improve operations, strategy, professional development, engagement,
relations, diversity & inclusion.

Cultivating Safe Spaces provides you with the tools and understanding you need in order to support meaningful
relationships. This training will provide you with knowledge and practical tools to support your ongoing
commitment to healing, connecting, nurturing and supporting healthy relationships internally and externally.

Every individual has the unique opportunity to show leadership and play an important role in creating change and
influencing those around you. This presentation could have an enormous positive impact on the way you
communicate, respond and manage relationships not only within your working environment but throughout your
entire personal network. This training will provide you with tools and language to cultivate safe spaces for your
families, friends, teams, clients and partners.

People learn about Cultivating Safe Spaces to: 
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Decolonizing HR Practices by Cultivating Safe Spaces

Learn how to build a successful business with a
heart-centred approach.
Learn to cultivate safe spaces for others.
Promote diversity and inclusion.
Learn more about what reconciliation can look like
as an ally.

Learn how to decolonize work, in policies and
processes with a reconciliation framework.
Reduce team burnout, exhaustion, or conflict.
Promote healing and wellness.
Gain confidence and move deeper into their own
healing.

https://www.cultivatingsafespaces.com/
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$1,000
Workshop

 

$5,000
Workshop & Team

Support

$10,000
Workshop, Team &
Individual Support

Decolonizing HR Practices - 2
Hour Virtual Workshop
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Anonymized data and metrics
gathered during the workshop

to inform decolonizing HR.
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to inform decolonizing HR.

 

2 - 1 Hour - Talking Circle
sessions following the

workshop to facilitate deeper
understanding.

2 - 1 Hour Office Hours Q & A
sessions following the

workshop to deepen the
understanding.

  

35 Executive Coaching
sessions available to the team
in 2023 to continue the work
1:1 and encourage impactful

change. (30% discount)
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Services & Rates


